
Lord Byng Social Studies Department new curriculum outline overview in Social Studies 9 
 

New Curriculum 
The Ministry of Education has implemented a new Social Studies 9 curriculum which has moved away from a Content 

Model to an Inquiry Model based upon Core Competencies termed “Big Ideas”. The content parameters will range from 

the 1750 to 1919.  The big ideas for inquiry stressed within the content background include: how emerging ideas and 

ideologies profoundly influence societies and events, how the physical environment influences the nature of political, 

social, and economic change; how disparities in power alter the balance of relationships between individuals and 

between societies and how collective identity is constructed and can change over time. For further information 

regarding the new curriculum specifics, please visit https://curriculum.gov.bc.ca/curriculum. 
 

Cross Grade Outline 

The Social Studies 9 curriculum revision which will put much more emphasis on optional learning using an inquiry 

methodology. Given the flexible purview of the new curriculum, Social Studies teachers will invariably adopt different 

approaches to the broad perspective of pedagogical possibilities and topics. 

In an effort to maintain a consistency between teachers of Social Studies 9, the Lord Byng Social Studies Department 

members have established the following core content areas which all Social Studies 9 students will be studying at some 

point during the school year: 
 

 The Age of Enlightenment and the French Revolution 

 The Industrial Revolution 

 Nationalism in Europe and North America in the 19th century 

 Canada’s Geographic Regions 

 British North America to Confederation 

 The emergence of Western Canada: migration, Northwest Rebellion, British Columbia 

 The Laurier Era 

 Canada’s participation in World War I 

 Current Events 
 

Each teacher of Social Studies 9 also will have the opportunity of explore topic areas other than those listed above. For 

more information on areas of knowledge apprehension and learning transfer goals plus specific classroom policies, 

procedures and expectations, please examine the Course Outline of the respective Social Studies teacher of your son 

or daughter.  
 

Important Textbook Information 

Due to the restructuring of the curriculum, current textbooks do not cover the new scope of topics. That factor, 

combined with lack of funding, the attrition rate of old textbooks and the general declining role of the textbook, has led 

the Social Studies Department to make some hard decisions regarding the use of textbooks in learning course material. 

As a result, not all Social Studies teachers are able to distribute textbooks to students to use at home but all teachers will 

provide textbooks for in-class use. However, on-line versions of all of the Social Studies textbooks used from grade 8 to 

11 are available for a one year on-line private purchase for approximately $10 dollars. For information regarding the 

purchase of an on-line textbook, please visit Pearson Education’s website at 

http://www.pearsoncanadaschool.com/index.cfm?locator=PS2tZy 
 

For further inquiries and/or questions, please email the teacher of your son or daughter. Email addresses may be found 

on the front page of this website. 
 

Thank you, 

  Andy Johnston, 

  Social Studies Department Head, 

  Lord Byng Secondary School, 

  Vancouver, B.C. 

  Email address: ajohnston@vsb.bc.ca 
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